Split-screen synchronized display. A useful video-EEG technique for studying paroxysmal phenomena
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ABSTRACT – Video-EEG is an indispensable and widely used technique for studying paroxysmal phenomena. We present a method of processing video recordings to compare the sequence of ictal manifestations of different episodes. Five presentations of two seizures recorded in each of five patients are shown, in which apparently different ictal features are strongly superimposed and stereotyped. Split-screen synchronized display is a simple and valid technique for studying and presenting particular semeiological aspects of epileptic seizures. (Published with videosequences)
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Since its introduction [1, 2], video-EEG has provided tremendous insight into the semeiological aspects of epileptic seizures. The possibility of reviewing the video in real time, slow motion, and accelerated time allows the sequence of the ictal signs to be studied in depth and to be correlated to the ictal epileptic discharge. Prolonged video-EEG monitoring is widely used in the presurgical evaluation of drug-resistant epilepsies, and for studying paroxysmal motor phenomena of uncertain origin, and particularly for differentiating epileptic from non-epileptic (psychogenic) seizures. Furthermore, recording seizures by video and storing them in stable supports (U-MATIC, VHS and SVHS cassettes, and more recently CD or DVD diskettes) meets other important targets such as teaching, staff training, exchange of information between specialists, and clinical follow-up of the seizure pattern of certain patients. Recording different seizure types in the same patient could pose a clinical problem, especially in a presurgical setting, because of the consequent need to define different epileptogenic areas or to exclude non-epileptic seizures. On the other hand, recording more seizures with the identical clinical sequences in the same patient confirms the presence of a unique and stable epileptogenic zone. In addition, the possibility of recording many identical seizures in the same patient, even those with prolonged and complex semeiology, confirms the nature of clear-cut cortical phenomena. To achieve a more direct comparison of different episodes, we adopted a simple method that we named split-screen synchronized display (SSSD). The object of this paper is to briefly describe the SSSD method and to show some examples of elaboration.
Methods

Analogue recording of seizures, currently performed during video-EEG sessions, are stored on SVHS tapes. The different seizures we want to compare are then digitalised on Pentium III 400 computer with a double processor and with a Windows NT operative system. Images are processed with Liquid Purple software (Pinnacle). On one monitor, the two different seizures are displayed. On the second monitor a Time line (8 audio channels and 16 parallel video channels) is used to synchronize the clips of the two seizures.

From the first monitor we choose the first clip of the first seizure and the first clip of the second seizure, putting a marker at the beginning of the sequences to be processed. We transport the clips on the Time line and we synchronize the markers. The programme records the two seizures and displays the final sequence on a split-screen.

Processed images can thereafter be stored on a digital or an analogue support (figure 1).

Figure 1.
Discussion

The method we have presented has several clinical uses. Firstly, in a clinical setting, the possibility of comparing two or more sequences of different phenomena makes it easier for the examiner to grasp similarities, differences or stereotypy. This can be useful in studying different seizures in different patients, or different fits in the same patient. Moreover, the simplicity and immediacy of the final product enhances its teaching impact. Another important point, not tackled here, is the scientific interest in recording almost identical, often complex motor sequences in the same patient, even years apart, suggesting a pre-coded ictal behaviour, following the same progression and in the same rate over days or years. As shown in the video samples, we present patients with seizures of frontal origin, almost all with nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy. This is due to the fact that we perfected the SSSD method when studying this series of patients. It would be of great interest however, to perform the same video processing, studying patients with extra-frontal seizures, to help elucidate the physiopathological mechanisms underlying the production of ictal motor sequences.
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Segment 1

A 22 year-old man, with drug-resistant partial seizures originating from the left frontotemporal areas since infancy. Two seizures are displayed, recorded on different days during prolonged presurgical monitoring. At the beginning of both seizures, the patient opens his eyes, raises his right arm and whistles repeatedly, rocking backwards and forwards in the chair. Suddenly, he turns his head and trunk towards the left, stiffening his right limbs, the upper one flexed at the wrist and at the elbow, while the left limbs are used to balance his posture. Thereafter, a slow, clonic version of the head and eyes towards the right side appears, with the patient looking at his right arm, raised and flexed.

Note the stereotyped semeiology of the two seizures, not only regarding the motor phenomenon, but also the timing of the progression of the seizure.

Segment 2

This 40 year-old man presents repetitive seizures during sleep. The previous diagnosis was “psychogenic seizures”. We display two seizures recorded during the same night. Even if the seizures are characterized by violent, quasi-ballistic limb movements, it is impressive how the two seizures have identical motor features and progression of the motor behaviour, making the effects of the same seizures a mirror image. The final diagnosis was nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) [3, 4, 9-13], and carbamazepine proved effective.

Segment 3

This 19 year-old woman was referred for repetitive “convulsive” seizures during sleep since adolescence. The previous diagnosis was generalized idiopathic epilepsy with grand mal seizures, and she was treated with phenobarbital without effect. On one night, we recorded several attacks, characterized by a bilateral, asymmetric, tonic posturing, involving the trunk and the limbs, more pronounced on the right side. During the seizures, the patient maintained contact but she was unable to speak. The clinical semeiology indicates an ictal involvement of the supplementary motor area [7, 12, 13]. SSSD makes it easy to observe the absolute stereotypy of the seizures.

Segment 4

This 24 year-old patient had paroxysmal arousals (PA) during sleep, a subtype of NFLE seizures [5, 9-13], characterized by sudden awaking during non-REM sleep. As is shown in the video, the patient, sleeping in stage 2, suddenly sits up in bed, with a frightened expression. Even if the attacks are very brief, it is noteworthy how the motor sequence is identical in the two seizures displayed.

Segment 5

This 19 year-old woman was referred for repetitive seizures during sleep since adolescence. The previous diagnosis was generalized idiopathic epilepsy with grand mal seizures, and she was treated with phenobarbital without effect. On one night, we recorded several attacks, characterized by a bilateral, asymmetric, tonic posturing, involving the trunk and the limbs, more pronounced on the right side. During the seizures, the patient maintained contact but she was unable to speak. The clinical semeiology indicates an ictal involvement of the supplementary motor area [7, 12, 13]. SSSD makes it easy to observe the absolute stereotypy of the seizures.
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